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Argus White Paper:

Hydrogen, awash in colours,
in search of definition

Executive Summary
This white paper is a follow-up to Hydrogen: awash in colours, in search of definition, released in November 2021.
We received extensive feedback spanning the supply chain and have made amendments to the proposed taxonomy
to reflect this.
Building on the premise that hydrogen (H2) categorisation should be by carbon intensity rather than process (colour),
Argus launched 155 costs of production across the world, sorted by the Scope 1 and 2 emissions associated with their
production. This offers the market a way to view the evolution of production costs through the prism of carbon dioxide
Executive summary
(CO2) – the fundamental basis on which the hydrogen
economy is based.
Hydrogen (H2) as a fuel offers a crucial decarbonisation pathway, emitting no carbon dioxide (CO2) when burned. But while it can
be produced CO2-free, using renewable energy and water, most existing production routes entail emissions, and lots of them.
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unfit for purpose and at worst misleading. All fail to capture the variable that matters — carbon intensity.

Their interconnectedness makes discussing the gas in isolation incoherent. Its rise up political and business agendas
definitional
to market
development
and threatens
public confidence. Argus proposes breaking the
stems from the externalities of carbon-based This
energy.
As the quagmire
industry poses
looksobstacles
to build-out
production
infrastructure,
looking
impasse,
classifying hydrogen by the amount of carbon generated in its production, not its production route.
at both is crucial. This reality is already becoming
clear.
As carbon costs have risen (see figure 1) in 2022, production costs from a new unabated steam methane reformation
is in the process
(notsame
the product)
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(SMR) plant in Europe have risen above thoseVirtue
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